You Shouldn’t Stand Still Too Long

DIVYA BALA: How has business been this year, throughout the pandemic and subsequent confinement?
FLORENCE COOLS: Ups and downs, I think. There were four weeks
when Italy really shut down, [but outside of that] our production has never
really stopped. We’ve tried to avoid taking planes at the moment, so my
husband and I have been driving from one end of Italy to the other to visit
our ateliers. We do feel we have to put a lot more effort in things that would
otherwise just roll, but if I compare it to other brands and businesses, we are
quite lucky. I don’t think anyone would say it’s not [difficult]; it is what it
is. You shouldn’t stand still too long, just being sad or thinking things will
go wrong. You have to think of new ways.

to have English seams on the inside, where you don’t see any overlock.
Even a simple blouse needs to be so nicely finished. When [you] take it off
or just try it on in store, the first thing you see is [the] inside. You open the
buttons, you see it, you feel it, you put it on.

How do you balance timelessness and minimalism—two of your brand
signatures—when trying to think of new ways of approaching work?
Both align well. A minimalist piece is often a classic piece, and a classic
piece can be worn through seasons and years, so they go hand in hand. It
doesn’t have to be minimal to be timeless or vice versa.

Has this become more pronounced since the pandemic?
As soon as the COVID crisis struck, people started screaming for change.
In Belgium, Dries Van Noten said that [Belgian designers] shouldn’t go on
sale, as we needed to give our clothes the chance to sell, and I was into that.
But one or two brands gave up, because it’s hard to do. The strong ones with
strong vision will continue, but they will have to work hard. The big houses
will have to lead the way to show brands and smaller stores a new way of
working. Things will change, but slowly. I do think there will be a change,
and it will be necessary. I personally have a strong vision, and I’m willing
to follow it, even if it’s the toughest way.

Before, my closet was full of clothes, and I felt this need to [downsize]
to just perfect pieces. I tried to curate carefully, even from other brands,
pieces that didn’t compete with each other. At that moment, we started La
Collection with 12 pieces, and I want to keep this focus as much as possible.
We always start the design process from pieces I personally think every
woman should have in a capsule wardrobe. Curation is key. We could have
up to 50 designs in a collection and only go on to produce or sample 30
because I’m conscious of [not] overproducing. So I edit in advance and
present only what I’m 100% happy with.
I don’t want a customer to have to buy an entirely new wardrobe from one
season to the next; it’s designed to build upon the last.
Do you have a fashion background?
I only had very technical experience. I didn’t do any design; I studied to be
a teacher. But while studying, I realised I had this passion for drawing and
design, but I never saw it as a possibility for a career. So I studied fashion
technology; it turned out to not be 100% my thing. My teachers disliked
me; they thought I was a dreamer! But it was good, in the end, to have
technical knowledge.
Right after my studies, I met my husband, who was dropping out of school
as well, so we were both like, ‘What are we doing?’ And then we launched
our multi-brand store out of nothing, no experience in that area. Now, after
eight years, we’ve found a nice style.
When it came to La Collection, I was constantly adjusting fits and sewing
my own trousers from fabric I found at a flea market, vintage fabrics. I met
some of my customers at a party, and they asked me for them. So I started
making trousers myself for some people, and at one point my husband said
we need to start the brand now.

in conversation with florence cools, founder and creative director of la collection
What’s in a name? For Florence Cools, founder and creative director of Antwerp-based
fashion house La Collection, it’s a descriptor, an intention, a promise. Founded in 2017,
La Collection is just that: the collection. A living, breathing, standalone wardrobe that
is built upon season after season. Timeless, luxurious, considered, and so minimal you
might miss it—unless you know what you’re looking at.

With minimalism at the forefront, what is your focus when designing?
The main focus is the highest possible quality. We use mostly silks, and I
sit with my supplier, choosing every yarn and finish. We have our signature
silks that we use over and over—crepe and satin—but it’s a weight that is
used only in couture houses these days. The price of silk is rising, and so
brands are forced to use lighter weights, but it doesn’t have this luxurious
flow. For example, when you have a beautiful coat with polyester lining, it
ruins the coat entirely, but a lot of high-end brands do that. So we only use
silk lining. That way, if you are wearing a tank top or a sleeveless dress,
you can feel it.
So we choose every single detail with care. Even our wools, that we make
in Italy, are specially made for us so that we can supervise quality, do shrink
tests. For me, that’s very important. In the beginning, I was afraid I was
being too much of a perfectionist, but our customer is a woman who really
appreciates those things, and we really saw that response on the shop floor.
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Quiet details, like seams and finishes, are so intimate, right?
Yes, absolutely. I want to keep those finishes as high-end as possible. I love

Like lingerie.
When we launched, it was a smaller percentage of women and men who responded to this level of detail, but it’s becoming more and more [prevalent].
I think it’s a really good thing. It needs to be the base on how we all produce
as brands. It doesn’t make sense to keep producing and making pieces that
last once or twice.

After so much time and consideration go into one style, I want to give it as
much time as possible to sell. Perhaps it was launched in the wrong season,
but in two months, suddenly, people are ready for it.
Do you find that the pandemic has forced a more sustainable system?
Brands burn their collections instead of going on sale, to keep their image.
I would love to see a customer buying a dress now and telling me in twenty
years, ‘My daughter is wearing it now.’ I would love to see things like that
happen. You do have to make things the best quality with the best fit so
people really keep them in their closets. If it’s possible with [an Hermès]
Birkin, it’s possible with a high quality garment.
What are you looking forward to for the year ahead?
So much! We are launching shoes and very luxurious bags. We’ve been
working with the best ateliers in Italy—they do Bottega Veneta and other
big houses—and they were impressed with my designs, so I was very humbled by that!
We’re going to launch the La Collection flagship store. It was supposed to
happen now, but we’ve rescheduled to January. Hopefully things will be
different by then. Everything will breathe La Collection, from the perfume
we use to the furniture we curate.
How do you stay inspired?
At the moment, we are renting an apartment. We bought a late-19th-century
house one and a half years ago, and we are rebuilding it. But the road between the place we rent and the place we bought is populated by a Jewish
community. I’m always inspired by cultures, mostly men’s uniforms—the
long black coats, the white shirts, a belt underneath—and I think, through
the seasons, a lot of our pieces are inspired by this community. Last winter,
I was inspired by nuns, the sisters of the convent. I asked them, ‘Can I come
into your closet?’
Also Middle Eastern dress. I was once in an airport, and there was a little
store selling abayas for women, and the dresses and coats. I stayed there
for an hour. I’m also inspired by the men’s clothing: the layering of tunics
and fluid trousers and headpieces. I love the maximalism of fabric. You
shouldn’t be cheap on fabric! Our atelier calculates fabric costs down to the
seam width, but I’m careful to keep the volume.
It’s always my starting point to have drama in the lengths and use of fabric
without much surface detail. It all begins in a rather modest way.
fin.

black satin silk oversized kaftan dress
LA COLLECTION with silver earrings
JASMIN SPARROW

black wool jumpsuit LA COLLECTION
with black leather shoes JIL SANDER
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black satin silk oversized kaftan dress
LA COLLECTION with black leather
shoes JIL SANDER and silver earrings
JASMIN SPARROW

black wool jumpsuit LA COLLECTION
with black leather shoes JIL SANDER
and ceramics by COSSET CERAMICS
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khaki cotton blazer dress LA COLLECTION
and black leather shoes JIL SANDER with
silver earrings JASMIN SPARROW and
ceramics by COSSET CERAMICS
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off-white crepe silk dress LA COLLECTION
with silver earrings JASMIN SPARROW and
black leather boots, stylist’s own
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